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THE MUNICIPALLY OWNED GASOLINE STATION IN
SOMERSET, KY: THE ECONOMIC AND LEGAL
CONSEQUENCES
Ashley Stearns Hoover
I. INTRODUCTION
Today's United States is exemplified by economic unrest. Several
domestic and international events have caused serious fluctuations in the
American economy, Examples of such events range from the global War on
Terrorism to domestic political decisions and leaders. One fluctuation that
continues to remain unstable across the nation is the variation in gasoline
prices. Recently, it took a surprising turn. Despite higher gasoline prices
being largely disliked by the general public, the increase in price continues
to skyrocket in the U.S.. Some innovative ideas have arisen in response to
public interest to mitigate the excessive costs of gas such as fuel--efficient
cars, increased public commuter transportation, and gasoline substitutions.
However, these methods are still in the beginning stages of implementation
and have not provided an immediate solution. In response to the public
outcry for a remedy to this problem, one city in Kentucky has genemated a
reply: government interference.
On July 19, 2014, Somerset, Kentucky responded to this ongoing issue
by selling gasoline directly to the public.1 However, the longjanimey to this
new idea began several years ago for Somerset. In 1951, the city established
a municipally owned natural gas company.2 In the mid-1970s, the city built
a natural gas pipeline to eastern Kentucky and westward to a Texas Eastern
Transmission terminal after borrowing roughly $4,5 million from Farmers
Home Administration.3 Today, Somerset owns and operates 155 miles of
* Online Editor, KY.J. EQUINE, AGRIC. &NAT. RESOURCES L., 2015-2016; BA. 2013,
Eastern Kentucky University; J.D. expected May 2016, University of Kentucky College of Law.
David Morris, Debating the Roe of Government in Somerset, Kentucky, HUFFINGTON POST
(Sept. 15, 2014, 9:47 PM), http://www.huffingtonpostcom/david-morris/debating-the-role-of-
gove-b 5796792.html.
2id.
3 id.
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pipelines used for purchasing and transporting natural gas.4 Somerset has
continued to develop its entrepreneurial opportunities. In 2011, Somerset
launched a natural gas stripping plant to upgrade the value of its natural gas
and eventually became the first city in Kentucky to sell natural gas to private
individuals for use in their vehicles.5
In 2010, Somerset spotted yet another entrepreneurial opportunity for
the city when the storage capacity for 100,000 gallons of gasoline and diesel
became available at a bargain price.6 After several years of public and political
debates, the city council unanimously voted in favor of authorizing the city
to sell gasoline.7 The mayor of Somerset, Eddie Girdler, oversaw the entire
ViLujtct and stated that the purpose behind the city-tun gdb ztdtion was to
lower the gas prices for his constituents! Mayor Girdler additionally
endorsed the new gas station as an economic development effort for the city.9
The city buys regular grade gasoline from the local refinery and sells it to the
public for between fourteen and fifteen cents above delivery price.1"
The Somerset Fuel Center is currently open to the public and sells
regular unleaded gas at a price lower than local competitors.11 The station is
located on the outskirts of Somerset and is open to anyone who wishes to
pulchiase gasoline." Encompassing ten nozzles for the sale of unleaded
gasoline only, the new station is open almost twenty four hours a day for
credit card users.3 Furthermore, the city restricted the station to selling
gasoline exclusively, no convenience store items or repairs are available." On
average, the gas station has reported selling between 1,800 and 2,000 gallons
of gasoline each day Monday through Saturday, and approximately 1,000
gallons on Sundayrs.' However, certain holidays have shown a large increase
in sales for the city. For example, on Labor Day, while other local stations
4 id.
5 
id.
6 id.
7 id.
sEmil Moffatt, City-Run Gas Station Makes Waves in Southeastern Kentucky, NAT'L PUB. RADIO
(Aug. 13,2014,5:23 PM), http://www.npr.org/2014/08/13/340085122/city run gas station mnakes
waves-in-southeastern-kentucky.
'Bill Mardis, Senator Wants to Nix City Gas Sales, COMMONWEALTHJ. (Dec. 17,2014,8:00
AM), http://www.somerset-kentucky.com/ncw-/scnator wants to -nix -city-gas
sales/artide bd84ee52-857a- 11e4-a681-77006da23f c.html.
1o Id.
" Bruce Schreiner, Somerset Opens City-Run Gas Station to Public, THE COURMR-J. (July 19,
2014 9:33 PM), http://www.courier-journal.com/story/news/ocal/2014/07/19/somerset-opens-city-
rn-gas-station-public/12898483/.
12 Id.
13id.
'4 id.
" Mardis, supra note 9.
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raised gasoline prices, the city-run station remained consistent with its prices
and sold around 6,000 gallons of gasoline.
16
In establishing the new station, the city used taxpayer money to pay for
costs and expenses.7 While this city-owned gas station has caused uproar
and debate among Somerset citizens and leaders, the city is not planning to
cease its actions anytime soon. State Senator Chris Girdler has shown strong
opposition for the city-run gas station in Somerset, referring to the
government action as socialist.8 The Senator has announced that he plans
to file legislation during the upcoming session of the Kentucky General
Assembly that will effectively shut down Somerset's city-run station.19 This
proposed legislation would prohibit any city or county from expanding into
a new commercial service or product without a declaratory judgment action
from a circuit court proving that the product or service is being provided for
an average price grossly in excess of cost.20 However, Mayor Eddie Girdler
is standing behind the station, stating that the city may look into expanding
and opening more gas stations in order to arm itself for a lengthy price war.2'
Thc Kentucky GcncralAssemnbly should deter actions, such as the onc taken
by Somerset, KY, in order to prevent government intrusion into private
markets because these actions lead to negative economic consequences,
violate the Public Purpose Doctrine of the Kentucky Constitution, and are
unnecessary due to the establishment of the Kentucky Consumer Protection
Act and Price Gouging law.
Steps must be taken in order to ensure that Somerset, or any other
government entity, cannot detrimentally interfere with the market
economy. Part I of this note will introduce the problem of the municipally-
run gasoline station in Somerset, KY. Part II will give a brief overview of the
market economy in the U.S. and discuss the important nature of the market
economy. Part III will examine the negative consequences associated with
government interference with the market, and will give examples where such
interference has previously failed. Part IV will explain the legal consequences
from the City of Somerset's actions in running a gasoline station under the
Kentucky Constitution. Part V will expand on other legal methods available
to the city in achieving its purpose without such intrusive techniques.
1
6
1d.
" Chris Girdler, Sen. Chris Girdler: City-Owned Gas Station Wil HurtArea Economy,
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER (Aug. 4,2014),
htrp://www.kentucky.com/2014/08/04/3364502_sen-chris-girdler-city-owned-gas.html?rh=l.
8 Mardis, supra note 9.
19 Id.
I' Id.
Lawrence Smith, City of Somerset to Sefi Gas Directly to Public, VVDRB (Jun. 12, 2014 4:53
PM), http://www.wdrb.com/story/25764388/city-of-somerset-to-seU--gas-directly-to-public.
2015-2016]
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Finally, Part VI will conclude with an argument denouncing Somerset's
gasoline station.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MARKET
ECONOMY IN THE UNITED STATES
The harm caused by Somerset opening and operating a municipally
owned gasoline station can only be understood by recognizing the mechanics
of the U.S. economy. A basic understanding of the structural mechanisms
that drive the U.S. economy to operate efficiently is gained by the following
points: (1) identifying and describing the economic system in the U.S., (2)
introducing the importance of competition in the U.S. economy, and (3)
recognizing the positive outcomes from the U.S. economic system.
A. The Role of the Market in the U.S.
The U.S. operates under a market economy.22 A market economy is
defined as an "economic system in which prices are based on competition
among private businesses and are not controlled by the government." 3 This
system stresses the importance of private ownership, where private
businesses produce a majority of the goods and services for the U.S. 4 The
laws of supply and demand regulate the production of such goods and
services. This system is interpreted by many to be the most efficient
aiethod for a ecoluoULic system.26 The price of a good 0i seivice essentially
tells a business what to produce.2 7 For example, if individuals desire more of
a pAc ticular good ot setvicc than thc market is currently producing, dic price
of that good or service rises.28 The reaction to this increased desire is that
other companies or businesses will begin producing the good or service,
sensing an opportunity to earn profit.2 9 Conversely, if a good or scrvicc is
unwanted by individuals, the price will fall and competitive companies will
' Christopher Conte & Albert R Karr, An Outline of the U.S. Economy, U.S. DEPT OF STATE
(Jan. 10, 2015), http://usa.usembassy.de/etexts/oecon/chap2.htm.
23 Market Economy, MERRIAM-WEBSTER, http://www.merriam-
webster.coin/dicdonaly/market%20econoiny (last visited Mai. 23,2016).
24 Conte, supra note 22.
25 id.
26 Id.
2 Id.
29Id.
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either go out of business or start producing a different good that is more
desirable.°
The U.S. market economy contains certain characteristics that are
imperative to the success of the system. The first characteristic needed in a
market economy, as mentioned before, is private property31 Most goods and
services are privately-owned, giving business owners the ability to profit
from their ownership.32 The second required characteristic involves the
freedom of choice.33 Owners, workers, and consumers are free to produce,
sell, or puichase tie goods or services demanded by the free maket. Third,
the market must be motivated by self-interest to work efficiently." For
example, the market is driven by businesses trying to sell their goods and
services at the highest price the market will allow, while simultaneously
trying to pay the least amount possible for the goods and services they need.'
The self interest characteristic benefits the market because it prices goods
and services fairly and represents the supply and demand at any givcn timc.
37
A fourth characteristic, specific to the U.S. economy, is limited
government.3 8 In the U.S., the government has a limited role in the market,
sometimes referred to as a mixed market." The government's role is to
simply ensure that the markets are open and working effectively.'" For
example, government intervention has proven more suitable for obtaining
responsibility with regard to the justice system, education, national defense,
etc.4' The government should exercise these responsibilities to protect the
market. Lastly, one of the most important characteristics of a market
economy is competition.42 Competitive pressure keeps prices moderate in
the market.43
30 Id.
31 KimbedyAmadeo, Market Economy, ABOUT NEWS (Apr. 17,2014),
http://useconomy.about.com/od/US -Economy-Theory/a/Market- Economy.htm.
32id.
33 id.
34 id.
35 id.
36 id.
37 id.
38 id.
39 id.
401d.
41 Conte, supra note 22.
42Amadeo, supra note 31.
43 id.
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1. The Importance of Competition in the U.S. Market
"The heart of our national economy has long been faith in the value of
competition."' In fact, several of the fundamental national values of free
enterpise competition are embodied in federal laws.' The U.S. Supreme
Coirt recognized the importance of competition stating, "the assumption
that competition is the best method of allocating resources in a free market
recognizes that all elements of a bargain-quality, service, safety, and
durability-and not just the immediate cost, are favorably affected by the free
opportunity to select among alternative offers."' Competition is one of the
most important concepts in economics, yet it can be one of the most difficult
to define.
47
A market in some particular good or service is said by
economists to be 'competitive' if a substantial number of
buyers and sellers trade in the good or service independently
and thus no single buyer or seller is so 'weighty' in the
marketplace as to significantly influence the going price of
the good or service by his/her individual decisions about
how many units he personally will buy or sell.'
Other characteristics of the U.S. market economy could easily lead to
price gouging, corruption, or cheating; all of which could interrupt the
mechanics of the market.49 However, the competition characteristic serves
as a self-regulating mechanism to prevent such events from taking place.'
In essence, competition works as the regulator for economic activity in the
U.S.."1 The gasoline industry is an illustration of this concept. Gas stations
are only able to attract consumers if their gasoline is either better quality,
"Jarod M. Bona & Luke A. Wake, The Market-Participant Exception to State-Action Immunity
from dntitrustLiability, 23 Competition* J_ ANTITRUST&ITINFAIRCOMPETITION L- SEC, ST- B
CAL. 156 (2014).
45id.
"Nat'l Soc'y of Prof'l Eng'rs v. U.S., 435 U.S. 679,695 (1978).
47 Paul M. Johnson, A Glosary of Political Economy Terms: Competition, AUBUPN U.,
http:/!www.auburnedu/-johnspm/glos&dcompetition (last visited Jan. 10, 2015).
48Id.
' Adam Smith, The Role of Self-Interest and Competition in a Market Economy - The Economic
Locwdo'wn Podcast Series, FED. RES. BANK OF ST. Louis,
http://www.sdouisfedorg/education-resources/economic-lowdown-podcast-series/the-role-of-sif-
interest-and-compeition/ (last visited Jan. 10, 2015).
50Id.
51 Id.
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cheaper, or more convenient than their competitors.52 If a gas station were
to sell poor quality gasoline, or drastically raise its prices, consumers would
simply buy gasoline from a different competitor gas station. In order for a
gasoline business to earn profit, it must provide a quality product at a
reasonable price.5 3 Thus, competition in the market regulates the gasoline
quality and price. This theory is demonstrated throughout the highways of
the U.S. In areas where gas stations are located in close proximity, the price
of the gas tends to remain consistent.
2. Positive Outcomes ofMarket Economy
Not only is the U.S. market economy system a workable method, it also
produces several positive results. In fact, the Supreme Court in National
Society of Professional Engineers v. United States recognized the positive
outcomes of the market system in the U.S..' One of the most profitable
outcomes that results from this method is the encouragement of innovation.
A market that is subject to the laws of supply and demand requires businesses
to be innovative and creative in producing their goods and services.
55
Producers must invent new products or methods of production to stay
competitive in the market.5 6 Thus, innovation is rewarded with more
capital,7 Other virtues of the market economy include: lower prices for
goods and scrvices; bcttcr quality of goods and scivices; more varicty in the
market; greater efficiency and productivity; a stronger democracy by
dispersing economic power; economic development and growth; and.a
greater wellbeing by promoting individual initiative, liberty, and free
association.
58
III. NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES TO UNNECESSARY GOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION INTO THE MARKET
After developing an understanding of how the U.S. market economy
works and the positive outcomes that result, it is easy to recognize the
negative consequences that will arise from Somerset's actions. Somerset's
t2See id. (using the sale of bread as an example).
53 id.4 Maurce E. S tucke, ! Competition Always Good?, 1 J. OF ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT 162
(2013).
ss Id.
-6 Amadeo, supra note 31.
57 
id.
51 Stucke, supra note 54.
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municipally ran gasoline station greatly intrdes on the mechanisms set in
place by the market economy. In order to identify the harmful aftermath of
the government's intervention into the gasoline business, this note will
examine the negative consequences of intervening in the market. This note
will then compare Somerset's intrusion into the gasoline business to the
negative consequences found in municipally owned liquor stnre in the US..
A. General Negative Consequences from Government Intrusion into the
Market
When a government entity enters the market, the intrusion interrupts
thc processes of the markct and can eliminate the positive outcomes that
result from a free market method. When the government enters the
marketplace as a competitor, it may have stronger incentives than profit-
seeking firms to harm the competition.9 Furthermore, the government has
advantages that may allow it to monopolize or otherwise injure
competition.6° These advantages may arise because government entities are
not subject to the same laws and regulations that govern the private
competitors.61 One example of this harmful effect could be found when a
local entity utilizes a statutory monopoly on certain utilities to connect those
monopolistic services to other goods or services from a competitive mArket 62
Additionally, a government entity could use its power to tax to raise revenue
in order to offer a product or service at a significantly lower cost, excluding
other competitors from the market.' The latter example is the scenario that
is currently taking place in the gasoline business in Somerset.
This type of behavior by a local entity can cause economic decline in the
surrounding area. First, the municipally owned gas station will deter other
conmpetitors from entering the Someiset unaxk.et because the piot iiie.retive
mechanism is eliminated. Moreover, this act by the city may discourage
different businesses from entering the area due to fear of excessive local
government interference. This interference will likely also begin to eliminate
small businesses in the greater Somerset region. Local gasoline stations will
be eradicated from the market because they cannot compete with the
municipally owned gasoline station. Additionally, these consequences alone
can lead to considerable job losses for Somerset residents.
5
9 Bona, supra note 44.
60 Id.
61 
Id.
62i.
63id.
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The actions of Somerset not only negatively affect the entrepreneurs of
the area, but they also have disastrous consequences for ie consumers. At
first glance, it seems that the consumer is receiving a great advantage;
Somerset residents are able to buy gasoline at a significantly lower cost at the
Somerset Fuel Center. Nevertheless, Somerset consumers are actually
harmed considerably. As Senator Chris Girdler explains "[b]y subsidizing
the gasoline business venture with taxpayer dollars, the consumer is paying
noticeably more for gasoline. Taxpayer money is covering the business costs
of the Fuel Center and the consumers are also paying at the pump."'
Essentially, the consumers are paying twice for gasoline without knowledge
of doing so.
65
B. Comparison to Negative Consequences ofMunicipally Run Liquor Stares
While Somerset may be one of the first areas in the U.S. to attempt a
municipally owned gasoline business, other government-run businesses
have developed throughout history. Previous attempts at government
intervention in the frce market economy havc already exhibited negative
consequences. One of the most prevalent municipally owned businesses
found in the U.S. are liquor stores. For example, in Minnesota, state law
allows small cities with populations of less than 10,000 to own and operate
their own bars and liquor store establishments.66
Minnesota's state law allowing muniipally owned !iquor stores and birs
commenced at the end of the prohibition era in the U.S.67 The state's
authority to allow this government intervention into the free market stems
from the Twenty-First Amendment of the United States Constitution,
which allows states to assume control over the sale and distribution of
alcohol.6' Minnesota's actions were originally intended to help control
alcohol distribution within the state, and to allow smaller cities an
opportunity to offer residents a new legal service.69 However, the
governmlent-run liquor establishments and bars are no longer limited to
small communities.7 ° Several cities that were "grandfathered" into this
4 Girdler, supra note 17.
65 id.
Meeks et al., Municipal Liquor Operations in Minnesota: Drinking on the Taxpayer's Dime,
FREEDOM FOUND. OF MINN. 3 (2008)
http://freedoifoundation.pubfshlpath.coim/Wbsit-/frecdinfotndation/iiages/Dinking%2 on%2
0the%20Taxpayers'%20Dime.pdf.
67 
Id. at 3.
6 U.S. CONST. amend. XXI.69 
Meeks, supra note 66.
70
id.
2015-20161
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statutory provision have grown beyond the population threshold and
continue to interfere with the liquor market.71
While many residents of Minnesota probably assume that their city tax
dollars are used in productive ways, such as to fund public utilities, road
maintenance, and police protection, much of this tax money funds
municipally owned liquor establishments.72 In fact, over 200 cities across the
state use tax money to pay for government operation of these facilities.7
Furthermore, several of the establishments run by the local governments
lose money, forcing the local taxpayers to subsidize the purchase and
consumption of liquor within their communities.74 In 2006, the unprofitable
cities lost a combined total of $888,901 on their liquor operations.75
However, the municipally run liquor establishments continue to do business
because, unlike private businesses, city governments have the luxury of being
able to lose money and easily transfer the burden of the loss to the
t-xpayers.76 It is ttue that sonme of die municipally run liquor establishments
are profitable.' However, these establishments are operating at the expense
of privately owned small businesses. The majority of Minnesota cities that
manage liquor stores disallow private liquor sales.7" Due to these conditions,
"many Minnesota taxpayers are becoming increasingly concerned about
their city governments' inefficiency, poor stewardship, and anti-business
policies."79
Minnesota's anti-competitive policies affect privately owned liquor
stores and bars; as well as several other businesses in the area such as grocery)
convenience, drug, and general merchandise stores.' The continuous use of
municipally owned liquor establishments in Minnesota causes the loss of
money and private business opportunities to both consumers and
taxpayers."1
The increasingly negative consequences resulting from Minnesota's
actions will likely be similar to consequences that Somerset will see as a result
of their actions. Like Minnesota, Somerset is using taxpayer dollars to run
the city's gasoline station. Therefore, Somerset citizens are paying
7
1 id.
72Id. at 1.
7
3 Id.
74id.
75Id. at 6.
76Id. at 7.
77 Id. at4.
78 id.
79 Id.
10 Id. at 5.
" Id. at 11.
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sufficiently more for gasoline over time. Additionally, the municipally
owned gas station may affect other businesses in the Somerset area, as seen
in Minnesota. For example, convenience stores, privately owned gas
stations, or grocery stores that supply gasoline incentives will be negatively
affected by the government's intrusion. The liquor stores in Minnesota have
proven that government intrusion into the market negatively affects the
citizens in the area. Somerset's government intervention will likely create the
same negative consequences.
IV. LEGAL CONSEQUENCES FOR SOMERSET'S MUNICIPALLY
OWNED GASOLINE STATION
While Somerset's actions are incredibly harmful for several economic
reasons, the city's municipally run gasoline station also creates numerous
legal issues under the Kentucky Constitution. Specifically, Somerset is in
violation of the Public Purpose Doctrine established within the
Constitution of Kentucky. In order to scrutinize the municipally run
gasoline station under the Kentucky legal standards, this note will first
examine the Public Purpose Doctrine so as to establish how the doctrine
applies to Somerset's situation. Next, this note will review how other states
interpret the Public Purpose Doctrine and how those interpretations
compare to the Somerset Fuel Station endeavor.
A. The Public Purpose Doctrine of the Kentucky Constitution
The Public Purpose Doctrine is a provision that is present in almost all
state constitutions, in some manner. The doctrine's main purpose is to place
certain restrictions on how the government spends public tax dollars. Where
a state constitution expressers this type of provision, it is typically attached to
the state's taxation power and interpreted to apply reciprocally to
appropriations.
82
In Kentucky, the Public Purpose Doctrine is embedded in multiple
sections of the Constitution.u First, section 177 of the Kentucky
Constitution states that the Commonwealth shall not ". . . become an
owner[s] or stockholder in, nor make donation to, any company, association,
2 Peter Fox, Attorneys General and the Public Purpose Doctrine, COLUM. L., available at
http://web.law.columbia.edu/sitcs/default/files/microsites/carcer-
services/Attorneys%20General%2Oand%20the%2OPublic%2OPurpose%2ODoctrine.pdf.
SSee KY. CONST. § 177; Ky. CONST. § 179.
2015-20161
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or corporation... "s In addition, section 179 of the Kentucky Constitution
states:
The General Assembly shall not authorize any county or
subdivision thereof, city, town, or incorporated district, to
become a stockholder in any company, association or
corporation, or to obtain or appropriate money for, or to
loan its credit to, any corporation, association or individual,
except for the purpose of constructing or maintaining
bridges, turnpike roads, or gravel roads.. ."
Finally, section 171 declares that "[tiaxes shall be levied and collected for
puhlicpurposef only and shall be nniform upon all property of the same class
subject to taxation within the territorial limits of the authority levying the
tax; and all taxes shall be levied and collected by general laws."' These
sections of the Kentucky Constitution make up the Public Purpose Doctrine
as used in this state. The idea of the Public Purpose Doctrine was also
codified in Kentucky through KRS § 82.082 which reaffirms that; "A city
may exercise any power and perform any function within its boundaries...
that is in furtherance of a public purpose of the city and not in conflict with a
constitutional provision or statute.
" 87
The Court of Appeals of Kentucky has commented on the requirement
of the Public Purpose Doctrine, holding that taxes shall be levied and
collected for "public purposes" only." However, if some individuals derive
more benefit from the use of the money than others, the use of money is
lawful if it is used to "promote the general welfare and prosperity of the
people."' Furthermore, the courts have established several categories that
fall within the requirement of "public purpose" for use of tax money." The
traditional categories that are deemed by the courts as "clearly public in
nature" include: public schools, public health, and public charities.91
However, courts have extended the Public Purpose Doctrine to include
categories that lie outside of these traditional categories.' For example, in
Carman v. Hickman County, the court allowed public funds to be set apart to
KY. CONST. § 177.
81 KY. CONST. § 179.
86KY. CONST. § 171. (emphasis added).
KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 82.082. (2015)(emphasis added).
Carman v. Hickman Cnty., 215 S.W.408,411 (Ky. 1919).
89 Id.
90 M. at 411.
9
1 Id.
9' See id
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develop and promote the general agricultural interest of Kentucky?93 The
court reasoned:
[Ilt is a matter of common knowledge, of which everybody
must take notice, that in the agricultural interests of the
state lie its chief source of wealth, and that the prosperity of
the state springing from this source contributes to the
growth and importance of every other industry in the state,
as well as to the comfort and happiness of the whole
people.94
In other words, the court recognized the importance of agriculture to the
state and its wellbeing, and extended the Public Purpose Doctrine to include
this expense, However, the court recognized that there is not a definite line
of distinction between a public or private purpose because these interests can
easily become commingled, making it difficult to determine them
separately.9
Another instance in which the court extended the Public Purpose
Doctrine beyond the traditional categories occurred in Norman v. Kentucky
Board of Managers of World's Columbian Exposition." In that case, the
question arose as to whether an appropiiation foi the World's Columbian
Exposition in Chicago was constitutional under the Public Purpose
Doctrine.' In holding that the appropriation was constitutional, the court
recognized that this appropriation's purpose was to exhibit the rcsourccs and
progress of the state." This purpose was public in character because it was
intended to benefit the entire state." A more modem discussion of the
Public Purpose Doctrine can be found in Hayes v. State Property and
Buildings Commission."'° In this case, the court concluded that the relief of
unemployment is a public purpose within the Kentucky Constitution.'°
While the court in Carman, Norman, and Hayes extended the Public
Purpose Doctrine to cover other interests of the state, the court recognized
that the determination of what is considered a "public purpose" under the
93 id.
94 Id.
9
5 
Id. at 412.
Norman v. Kentucky Bd. of Managers of World's Columbian Exposition, 20 S.W. 901 (Ky.
1892).
9 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id.
" Hayes v. State Prop. and Bldgs. Comm'n, 731 S.W.2d 797 (Ky. 1987).
"'oId. at 801.
2015-2016]
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Kentucky Constitution belongs first and foremost to the legislative
department.°2 This assignment by the court is attributed to the fact that the
legislative branch has the power to tax, and the legislature does not need the
consent of another branch of government to exercise one of its
acknowledged powers." Therefore, the legislature should be able to
determine whether or not a particular purpose concerns the public, justifying
taxation." Nevertheless, the legislative determination on a public purpose
is not absolutely conclusive.0 5 While there is a presumption that a legislative
Action is reasonable and proper, the courts may intervene if an error has been
committed."°
An error has been committed in Somerset by allowing the operation of
a municipally owned gasoline station. Somerset is subsidizing its business
venture with taxpayer dollars."° However, the use of the taxpayer dollars in
this way violates the Public Purpose Doctrine of the Constitution of
Kentucky. It is clear that the Somerset Fuel Center does not fall within the
traditional categories named by the courts, such as public schools or public
charitics, and it does not fall into thc cxtcndcd use of the doctrinc cither.
Running a gasoline station does not serve a "public purpose" as defined by
the courts. This business venture not only lacks the ability to serve the
public, but it actually harms the public in numerous ways. As stated above,
the municipally owned gasoline station harms both the consumers and local
businesses in Somerset. This type of action by the city cannot be deemed to
"promote the general welfare and prosperity of the people," as required in
Carman."9 The actions taken by the city of Somerset are unlike the
situations described in Carman and Norman. For example, the need to
regulate gasoline prices in Somerset is not crucial when compared to the
imperative need to promote agriculture in Kentucky generally, as seen in
Carman. 109 In 1919, the year in which Carman was decided, agriculture
drove the success of the state.0 It is apparent hat the selling of gasoline does
not have the same public importance that agriculture did in the earlier years
of the state.
02Carman v. Hickman Cnty., 215 S.W.408, 412 (Ky. 1919).
1
03 Id.
104 Id.
105 d.
106 id.7Girdler, supra note 17.
"" Carman, 215 S.W. at 411.
110 Id.
"1Id.
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B. The Public Purpose Doctrine as Used in Other Jurisdictions
As previously stated, several state constitutions embrace some form of a
Public Purpose Doctrine in their respective constitutions, and most of them
contain the same general principles. For example, the North Carolina
Constitution states, similarly to thc Kentucky Constitution, that "the power
of taxation shall be exercised.., for public purposes only.""' Like Kentucky,
the North Carolina Supreme Court has not specifically defined the term
"public purpose," but rather determines each issue on a case-by-case basis."'
Also like Kentucky, the North Carolina Supreme Court held that the "initial
responsibility for determining what is and what is not a public purpose rests
with the lcgislaturc."I3 North Carolina courts have routinely held that the
traditional categories of public purpose include fire protection, street
construction, and public health."4 However, the notion remains that there
are some activities that should be reserved for the private sector of the
economy, and are therefore not appropriate for government action."
5
For example, in Nash v. Tarboro, the North Carolina Supreme Court
struck down the actions of the Town ofTarboro."6 In that case, the plaintiff,
a taxpayer in Tarboro, brought an action to restrain the municipality from
issuing bonds and levying taxes for the acquisition or construction of a hotel
that the town proposed to own and maintain."7 The town argued that the
municipally owned hotel was for a public purpose because the oily hotel
currently in the town was inadequate and had a bad reputation."8 The town
stated that the new hotel would accommodate both residents and visitors,
who would bring economic interests to the town."9 In spite of this, the court
held that the constrnction and operation of a hotel was not a public purpose
for the town under the North Carolina Constitution because the hotel
business was private in nature and had no connection to government
activities."' Furthermore, the court stated that no taxatiol by a utusicipality
"'N.C. CONST. art. V, § 2.
112 Kara Millonzi, A Look at North Carolina's Constitutional Public Purpose Reuirernent, UNC
SCH. OF GOV'T (Jan. 7,2010), http://canons.sog.unc.edu/.p1608.
... In re Housing Bonds, 296 S.E.2d 281, 285 (N.C. 1982).
N
4 
Mlonzi, supra note 109.
115 id.
116 Nash v. Tarboro, 42 S.E.2d 209 (N.C. 1947).
117 Id. at 210.
118 Id.
119 Id.
0 Id. at 214.
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can stand where the benefit to the inhabitant is "merely indirect and
incidental."'2'
Wisconsin is another example of a state that enforces the Public Purpose
Doctrine in a similar way to Kentucky. In Wisconsin, the doctrine emerged
separately from constitutional provisions, as a judicial check on the
legislature." Although the creation differs from Kentucky, the doctrine
itself is similar. In Brodhead v. Milwaukee, the Supreme Court of Wisconsin
held that "the legislature cannot create a public debt, or levy a tax, or
authorize a municipal corporation to do so, in order to raise funds for a mere
private purpose." ' Furthermore, as seen in Kentucky, Wisconsin courts
generally defer to legislative determination that a public purpose exists,
though a legislative determination is not conclusive.' 4 In State ex rel.
Wisconsin Development Authority v. Dammann, the Wisconsin Supreme
Couo invalidatcd the use of funds to assist municipalities to acquirc power
plants because it was not a public purpose.1"6
The fact that forty-six states have expressed constitutional forms of the
Public Purpose Doctrine shows the importance of the theory.'6 In fact, all
fifty states have some requirement that government resources can only be
used for public purposes." Somerset's actions do not substantially differ
from the actions struck down by the North Carolina and Wisconsin
Supreme Courts. For instance, a municipally owned gasoline station does
not differ extensively from a municipally owned hotel, as seen in Nash.
Selling gasoline is the type of business that is generally reserved for the
private sector and does not serve any real public purpose that is not merely
indirect or incidental. Therefore, following the trends of other jurisdictions
on the interpretation of the Public Purpose Doctrine, Somerset's actions
violate the doctrine entirely.
V. OTHER LEGAL METHODS ALREADY AVAILABLE TO SOMERSET
Not only do the actions of Somerset create severe economic and legal
issues, but the purpose of l hc municipally owticd gasolihe station is already
solved by other Kentucky statutes. As stated above, the mayor of Somerset
121 id.
l Michael Duchek, Constitutional Higblights: Wisconsin Constitution Public Purpose Doctrine,
WiS, LEGIS. REFERENCE BUREAU (July 2014),
http://iegis.wisconsin.gov/lrb/pubs/consthi/14consthil.pdf
'2 Brodhead v. Milwaukee, 19 Wis. 624,652 (Wis. 1865).
,24Duchek, supra note 119, at 3.
Id. (citing Wisconsin Development Authority v. Dammann, 280 N.W. 698 (Wis. 1938)).
'26 Fox, supra note 82, at 4.
1
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expressed to the public that the sole function of the Somerset Fuel Center is
to lower gasoline prices in the general area. 8 Specifically, Mayor Girdler
and the city council in Somerset were concerned that current gasoline
stations in the area might take advantage of consumers.9 However, current
Kentucky laws already ensure that consumers are protected without
imposing government intrusion.13 There are two methods in which
Kentucky laws already address this issue.131 First, Kentucky consumers are
generally protected by thc Kentucky Consumcr Protcction Act." 2 Sccond,
Kentucky gasoline consumeis are safeguarded by the Kentucky Anti-Price
Gouging law. 33
A. The Kentucky Consumer Protection Act
The Kentucky Consumer Protection Act protects all Kentucky citizens
from "unfair, false, misleading, or deceptive acts or practices in the conduct
of any trade or commerce." '34 This act is enforced by the Attorney General's
office by bringing lawsuits in the public interest to acquire consumer redress
and civil penalties.135 Additionally, the Act requires that consumer education
programs be established to teach Kentucky's consumers about thcir rights
and protections.1' Effectively, this Act is intended to form a "consumer
protection program to protect the public interest and the well-being of both
the consumer public and the ethical sellers of goods and services."137
The possible issues raised by the mayor of Somerset and the city coiocil
in proposing the Somerset Fuel Center fall within the domain of the
Kentucky Consumer Protection Act. Sellers of gasoline are certainly
considered "conduct of any trade or commerce" as required by die Act."'
Furthermore, sellers of gasoline are bound by the Act to refrain from
behaving in ways that are unfair to or that mislead consumers.139 If such
violations occur by gasoline stations in Somerset, the Attorney General's
office is tasked with correcting and redressing these problems."o Therefore,
'Moffatt, supra note 8.
129 id.
3
0 See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.170 (2015); Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.374 (2015).
131 id.
3 
See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.170 (2015).
1- See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.374 (2015).
11
4 
KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.170 (2015).
13" Ky. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.150 (2015).
16Id
137 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.120 (2015).
135 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.170 (2015).
139 id.
m4 Id.
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the purpose of a municipally owned gasoline station in Somerset is obsolcte.
Kentucky law already solves the problems that Mayor Girdlcr bclieves exists
in Somerset without the harsh economic and legal issues that arise from
intrusive government intervention. Therefore, the Somerset Fuel Center is
not needed.
B. Kentucky Anti-Price Gouging Law
While the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act sufficiently covers the
actions of gas stations and their obligations to consumers, a specific portion
of the Act contributes to the protection of gasoliL conlsumers.141 I lIS §
367.374, price gouging of certain goods and services in Kentucky during a
declared state of emergency is forbidden.1" Specifically, if the United States
Department of Homeland Security or the Governor declares a state of
emergency, the Governor can implement an executive order for thirty days
limiting the actions of certain businesses.143 The limitations state that
certain businesses cannot increase prices to a level "grossly in excess of the
prioe pior to the declaration" of the state of emergency." In other words,
this statue prohibits price gouging on important goods and services during
critical times in a geographical area. Furthermore, "gasoline or other motor
fuels" are specifically listed within the coverage of this statute.1 4
The anti-price gouging statute has proven to be effective at achieving
this goal for gasoline on multiple occasions in Kentucky. For instance, in
2005 a state of emergency was declared in Kentucky following a string of
hurricanes forming from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.1 4" In 2007, Attorney
General Greg Stumbo announced his intention to file litigation against
Marathon Oil Corporation, Marathon Petroleum Company, and Speedway
SuperAmerica for profiteering during a time of emergency.47 Specifically,
Attorney General Stumbo charged the defendants with Violating KRS §
367.374 and the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act.1" Stumbo alleged that
Marathon Petroleum Company overcharged Kentuckians $86 million in
wholesale transactions and Speedway SuperAmerica overcharged an
141 KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.374 (2015).
1
42 
id
1
43 
id.
144 id.
1'- Id. § 367.374(1)(b)(9).
" Press Release, Office of the Attorney General, Attorney General Greg Stumbo Sues
Marathon Oil Corporation (May 10, 2007), available at
http://migration.kentucky.gov/Newsroom/aag/marathonsued.htm.
147 m.
148 id.
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additional $3 million during the declared emergency.49 The attorney
general also stated that Kentucky became "the first state in the nation to file
suit protecting its citizens against price gouging by a major oil refiner."10 A
more recent instance of this type of litigation is present in Kentucky as wel.
In 2009, Attorney General Jack Conway fined eight gas retailers for
violating the same statute after Hurricane Ike and a windstorm in
Kentucky.l"'
The Kentucky Price Gouging statute is another method used in
Kentucky to prevent the type of issues that Somerset is trying to prevent with
the Somerset Fuel Center. However, like the Consumer Protection Act, this
statule serves as a mechanism to solve these issues without cieailig ilegaiive
economic and legal consequences. The effectiveness of these mechanisms i
portrayed by the ongoing litigation against large oil refiners and gas retailers.
Therefore, the issues that the Somerset Fuel Center is trying to solve can
already be resolved by current Kentucky laws. Both the Kentucky Consumer
Protection Act and the Price Gouging law protects the consumers from
possible harm from gasoline stations in Somerset.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the Kentucky General Assembly should discourage
Somerset's actions in implementing a municipally owned gasoline station.
This type of action creates a serious strain on the market economy system of
the United States. It is well -established that competition is imperative to the
success and regularity of the U.S. economy. Somerset's actions impede
competition in the area and lead to negative consequences for consumers
and entrepreneurs. Somerset will suffer economic dismay in the long run for
intervening into the market, as witnessed in municipally owned liquor stores
in Minnesota. In addition, this type of behavior by a municipality is a
violation of the Kentucky Constitution. Specifically, the Public Purpose
Doctrine prevents tax money from being used for purposes that are not
deemed "public." 2 The Somerset Fuel Center is not a public purpose as
established within the doctrine because it does not promote prosperity for
149id.
150 Id.
', Jack Brammer, Con way s Office Receiving Complaints of Price- Gouging at Kentucky Gas
Stations, LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER (Mar. 5,2012),
http://www.kentucky.com/2012/03/05/2096291/conways-office-receiving-complaints.html.
1
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the general public or create a general welfare. Finally, Somerset's actions in
creating the Fuel Center are needless and unnecessary. The proposed
purpose of the Center, to deter high gasoline prices, is already controlled by
the Kentucky Consumer Protection Act and the Kentucky Price Gougig
law.153 Evidence of the success of these two laws is apparent in the recent past
through the litigation instigated by the Office of the Attorney General.
The Somerset Fuel Center is only reaping negative results for the
citizens of the city and has no constructive purpose. This intrusive
intervention by the local government should not be tolerated or accepted in
Kentucky. It is in the best interest of the city's consumers, and
entrepreneurs, that the Somerset Fuel Center be terminated in order to
ensure the economic and legal prosperity of the city.
'53 See KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367.170 (2015); KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 367-374 (2015).
